Create Your Own Sock Puppet!

You Will Need:
- One sock (white, fuzzy, striped … any kind will work)
- Glue (white or fabric)
- Scissors
- Yarn, fabric scraps, pom-poms
- Buttons or googly eyes
- Markers

Use an ordinary sock to make your very own puppet. It can be an animal, alien, creature, or something else. Ask a grown-up to help you.

What to Do:

1. Put your hand in the sock so your fingers are where your toes usually go, and your thumb is where your heel goes. Touch your thumb to your fingers to make your puppet talk.

2. For the head and face, draw or glue on eyes, ears, hair, and a nose. How about whiskers or antennae?

3. To make the mouth, add a tongue, teeth, or lips.

4. “Dress” your puppet by adding a shirt, bowtie, scarf, or other clothes.

Congratulations! Now you’re ready to put on a show!
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